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1. 論文

1.1 概要

生物情報学の研究目的の一つは、実験的研究により生成される大量のデータを解析し、生物学的に有用な仮説を自動的に導くための計算手法を開発することである。また、生物学においては多種多様なデータが生成されるため、それらを統合して扱うことのできる数値的枠組みを見出すことは重要な課題の一つである。

研究会報において対象となるデータには、遺伝子配列データ、化学構造データ、遺伝子発現データなどがあるが、ここでは、これらを統一的に扱うことを可能とするカーネル法について説明する。カーネル法は、ここ十年間に機械学習分野において発展してきた手法であり、生物学を含む数多くの問題に応用されている。

2. Mercer カーネル

集合 \( X \) の直積から実数へ関数 \( K(x,y) \) が、対称性 \( K(x,y) = K(y,x) \) を満たし、さらに、正定値性を満たす場合に、関数 \( K(\cdot,\cdot) \) は Mercer カーネルと呼ばれる。\( K(\cdot,\cdot) \) が Mercer カーネルである場合、あるヒルベルト空間 \( \Phi \) および、\( X \) から \( \Phi \) への関数 \( \phi(x) \) が存在し、\( K(x,y) = \phi(x) \phi(y) \) の内積をとる。したがって、\( K(x,y) \) は Mercer カーネルと呼ばれる。RKHS(Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space) と呼ばれるヒルベルト空間を用いることにより、Mercer カーネルと RKHS を対応づけることができる。また、RKHS の重要な性質として、RKHS が無限次元空間であるが、ある条件下で正則化された関数の最小化が有限個の点のみを考慮することで行えるということが示される。

3. カーネル法

カーネル法の大きな利点の一つとして、ヒルベルト空間へ写像すること無しに種々の計算が行えることがあげられ、このことはカーネルトリックと呼ばれる。簡単な例としてはヒルベルト空間における 2 点間の距離がカーネル関数の簡単な組み合わせで求めることができる。よって有用な例として、統計解析の主要手法の一つである主成分分析 (PCA) が、カーネルを用いた場合にも、ヒルベルト空間における計算なしに行える。カーネルを用いた正準相関分析 (CCA) は固有値計算問題に帰着することができ、二種類のデータを統合した解析を行うのに有用である。

サポートベクターマシーン (SVM) はカーネル法に基づく (教師あり) 機械学習のための手法で、正負の例が与えられたとき、正負の例を分離し、かつ、最近点までの距離 (マージン) が最大となる超平面を計算する。実際には、正負の例を完全に分離することが不可能である場合が多いので、分類誤差と距離をトレードオフしたものを最適化する。SVM では、カーネルトリックにより、最適な分離超平面が (多くの場合には少ないサイズの) 正負の例の部分集合に対するカーネルの組み合わせにより表現される。

4. タンパク質データに対するカーネル法

カーネル法を生物学データに適用するため、タンパク質や関連するデータに対するカーネル関数が提案されている。特に、配列 (文書) に対するカーネル関数は、生物情報学でよく研究されている。長さ \( k \) の部分文書の出現頻度のベクトルを用いることにより、文書データからユーリッド空間へカーネル関数を定義できる。したがって、カーネル関数は spectrum カーネルと呼ばれる。また、配列解析に広く利用されている確率モデルである メルコフモデル (HMM) などから情報を抽出することによりカーネル関数を定義する、Fisher カーネルも提案されている。

配列データ以外には、遺伝子発現データ、Phylogenetic Profile などを扱うためのカーネルや、グラフ構造に関する diffusion カーネルとカーネル CCA を組み合わせ代谢パスウェイと発現データの相関を抽出する研究などが行われている。

カーネルの組み合わせに関する研究も行われており、半正定値計画法による、カーネルの線形結合の最適化などが研究されている。
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1 Introduction

Computational biology in the post-genomics era aims at providing a computational environment for biological research, where huge amounts of data generated by high-throughput technologies can be integrated, and where biological hypotheses resulting from the automatic analysis of these data can be generated. Besides obvious data management issues, core problems in computational biology concern the definition of a coherent and useful mathematical framework to integrate data.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a mathematical framework to model large sets of objects, such as the set of all genes in a genome or of all chemicals in a cell, and to represent various types of information about these objects (such as the sequences, structures and expression of genes) in a unified framework. Moreover, a number of tools for analysis and inference are provided in this framework. It is based on the theory of Mercer kernels and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, while analysis and inference tools are derived from the recently developed theory of kernel methods which has attracted a lot of attention during the last decade in the machine learning community.

This framework should obviously neither be considered a unique nor a final solution to the problem of building a mathematical framework for post-genomics. There is probably no single answer to this need, but rather a collection of possible frameworks with different advantages and drawbacks. The one proposed in this paper is certainly very limited in terms of its capacity to represent complex relationships among objects, such as evolutionary or regulatory relationships among genes. However, the tools for statistical analysis and inference in this framework are reasonably powerful and have been shown to be useful in many applications, such as predicting the functions of genes. Hence we can say that this formalism is slightly biased toward deriving powerful inference tools, at the expense of modeling complex biological relationships.

The organization of the paper is the following. We first describe the mathematical theory of Mercer kernels and review some of their properties, as well as the family of kernel methods they underlie. We then turn our attention to biological systems such as the set of all genes of an organism, and argue that various types of information about the system can be encoded as Mercer kernels and can be considered as various realizations of a more abstract model of the systems.

The application of kernel methods in computational biology has recently been subject to much investigation. Even though we mention arbitrary references to illustrate some of our statements, this short paper is not a review of this field and we apologize for all the interesting recent contributions which we don't mention here.
2 Mercer kernels

Let $\mathcal{X}$ be a set supposed to represent objects one wants to analyze, e.g., the set of all genes in a given genome. We propose to represent any form of information about the objects by a Hilbert space structure on the set $\mathcal{X}$. Intuitively, the Hilbert product between two objects will be defined as a measure of similarity of the objects with respect to the information available. Obviously, every measure of similarity does not define a valid Hilbert product. For a function $K : \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R}$ to be a valid product, it must be symmetric (i.e., $K(x, y) = K(y, x)$ for any $x, y \in \mathcal{X}$) and positive definite in the sense that for any $n \in \mathbb{N}$, any $(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and any $(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in \mathcal{X}^n$, the following holds:

$$\sum_{i,j=1}^n a_i a_j K(x_i, x_j) \geq 0.$$ 

In that case we say that $K$ is a Mercer kernel. It is easy to see that if $\mathcal{X}$ is a Hilbert space with Hilbert product $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$, then $K(x, y) = \langle x, y \rangle$ is a Mercer kernel on $\mathcal{X}$. Conversely, if $\mathcal{X}$ is a set and $K(\cdot, \cdot)$ a Mercer kernel on $\mathcal{X}$, then there exists a Hilbert space $\mathcal{H}$ and a mapping $\phi : \mathcal{X} \to \mathcal{H}$ such that the kernel between two points be the Hilbert product between their images: $K(x, y) = \langle \phi(x), \phi(y) \rangle$.

An interesting construction of such a mapping $\phi$ is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), which we now define. Simply speaking, a (real) RKHS on $\mathcal{X}$ is a Hilbert space $\mathcal{H}$ of real-valued functions on $\mathcal{X}$ with the property that, for each $x \in \mathcal{X}$, the evaluation functional $L_x$ which associates any $f \in \mathcal{H}$ with $L_x f = f(x)$, is a bounded linear functional. The boundedness means that for any $x \in \mathcal{X}$, there exists a constant $M_x \in \mathbb{R}$ such that

$$\forall f \in \mathcal{H}, \quad |L_x f| = |f(x)| \leq M_x \|f\|_{\mathcal{H}}.$$ 

We remark that this definition implies that the functions of the RKHS must be defined pointwise and thus that the familiar space $L^2(\mathcal{X})$, if $\mathcal{X}$ is measurable, is not a RKHS. The link with Mercer kernels is given in the following theorem which shows an equivalence between RKHS and Mercer kernels [SS02]:

**Theorem 1** Let $(\mathcal{H}, \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle)$ be a RKHS on a set $\mathcal{X}$. Then there exists a unique Mercer kernel $K$ on $\mathcal{X}$ with the following properties:

1. $K$ spans $\mathcal{H}$, i.e., $\mathcal{H}$ is the completion of span\{ $K(x, \cdot), x \in \mathcal{X}$\}.

2. $K$ has the reproducing property, i.e.,

$$\forall (f, x) \in \mathcal{H} \times \mathcal{X}, \quad \langle f, K(x, \cdot) \rangle = f(x);$$

in particular,

$$\forall (x, x') \in \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}', \quad \langle K(x, \cdot), K(x', \cdot) \rangle = K(x, x'). \quad (1)$$

Conversely, if $\mathcal{X}$ is a set and $K$ is a Mercer kernel on $\mathcal{X}$, then these equations define uniquely a RKHS on $\mathcal{X}$.

Equation 1 shows that when $\mathcal{X}$ is a set endowed with a Mercer kernel, then the mapping $\phi : x \mapsto \phi(x) = K(x, \cdot)$ from $\mathcal{X}$ to the RKHS defined by $K$ is a valid mapping from $\mathcal{X}$ to a Hilbert space that satisfies $K(x, y) = \langle \phi(x), \phi(y) \rangle$, and justifies the fact that any Mercer kernel defines a Hilbert space structure on $\mathcal{X}$. 
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A number of interesting properties make Mercer kernels a very powerful tool in real-world applications. First, Mercer kernels can be designed in such a way that the norm in the RKHS be of interest for various purposes. As an example, suppose $X = \mathbb{R}^d$, and take the Gaussian RBF kernel:

$$K(x, y) = \exp\left(-\frac{||x - y||^2}{2\sigma^2}\right),$$

which is a valid Mercer kernel. Then the norm in the associated RKHS is given by:

$$||f||_{\mathcal{H}}^2 = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} \int |\hat{f}(\omega)|^2 \exp\left(\frac{\sigma^2||\omega||^2}{2}\right) d\omega,$$

where $\hat{f}$ is the Fourier transform of $f$ (here $\mathcal{H}$ is the set of functions with a Fourier transform such that (2) be finite). In that case $||f||_{\mathcal{H}}$ is a smoothing functional, in the sense that it is small when $f$ is smooth, and large otherwise. This can typically be useful as a term for regularization, when one wants to minimize a function $\Omega(f)$ on $\mathcal{H}$ with simultaneously imposing some smoothness constraints on $f$ (otherwise the problem might be ill-posed). In that case, instead of minimizing $\Omega(f)$, one might want to minimize $\Omega(f) + \lambda||f||_{\mathcal{H}}$, where $\lambda$ controls the trade-off between the minimization of $\Omega$ and the smoothness of $f$.

A second remarkable property of RKHS is that even though they are typically infinite-dimensional, a large class of regularized minimization problems in $\mathcal{H}$ can be solved exactly in a lower-dimensional space. The precise statement is contained in the following representer theorem [KW71, SS02]

**Theorem 2** Let $\omega : [0, \infty) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ a strictly monotonic increasing function, $X$ a set with a Mercer kernel $K$ and associated RKHS $\mathcal{H}$. Let $(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in X^n$ be a set of points in $X$ and $\Omega$ be a function on $\mathcal{H}$ expressed in terms of the $x_i$ and $f(x_i)$ only, i.e., of the form:

$$\forall f \in \mathcal{H}, \quad \Omega(f) = \Omega(x_1, f(x_1), \ldots, x_n, f(x_n)).$$

Then each minimizer $f \in \mathcal{H}$ of the regularized function:

$$\Omega(f) + \omega(||f||_{\mathcal{H}})$$

admits a representation of the form

$$f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i K(x_i, \cdot).$$

The Representer theorem has tremendous consequences on the design of methods and algorithms, including such techniques as splines [Wah90] and kernel methods [SS02]. It means that minimizing a regularized form of a functional which only depends on the value of $f$ on a finite number of points can be done by working in a finite-dimensional space, and reduces to finding coefficients $\alpha_i$ associated with each point $x_i$. A whole variety of algorithms can be deduced from this theorem by varying the function to be optimized and the Mercer kernels, ranging from generalized forms of principal component analysis to support vector machines for classification and regression.
3 Kernel methods

In this section we briefly review a number of algorithms known as kernel methods based on the Representer theorem. They all take as input a finite number of points in a set endowed with a Mercer kernels, such as the set of genes where a Mercer kernel has been defined as a similarity measure with respect to some sort of information, and provide useful tools to perform various analysis of these points. For each of these methods, two complementary points of views can help get an intuition of how they work. First, the direct point of view consists in viewing each point mapped by a function \( \phi \) to some Hilbert space. The algorithms consist them in working implicitly in the resulting Hilbert space. Second, from a dual point of view, the Mercer kernel defines a RKHS. The algorithms consist then in optimizing a regularized functional in the RKHS. The equivalence between these two points of view is ensured by the construction of RKHS and the Representer theorem.

3.1 Computing a Euclidean distance

Suppose you want to define a Euclidean distance between two points \( x \) and \( x' \) of a space \( \mathcal{X} \) endowed with a Mercer kernel \( K \). Then an obvious solution is to consider the Hilbert distance between their images in a Hilbert space defined by \( K \), i.e., to consider the following square distance:

\[
d(x, x')^2 = ||\phi(x) - \phi(x')||^2
\]

\[
= <\phi(x) - \phi(x'), \phi(x) - \phi(x')>
\]

\[
= <\phi(x), \phi(x)> + <\phi(x'), \phi(x')> - 2 <\phi(x), \phi(x')>
\]

\[
= K(x, x) + K(x', x') - 2K(x, x').
\]

The result is expressed in terms of \( K \) only. This shows than once a kernel is given on a set \( \mathcal{X} \), it defines naturally a Euclidean distance which can be obtained without computing the images of the points in the Hilbert space associated with \( K \). This is an example of the kernel trick, which consists in working implicitly in a complex Hilbert space without ever seeing a point in that space.

3.2 Computing the distance between a point and the center of a cloud of points

Suppose you have a set of points \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) in a set \( \mathcal{X} \) endowed with a Mercer kernel, and you want to compute how each point is “far” from the “average” of all points. One way to formalize this intuitive goal is to consider the set of points mapped to a Hilbert space associated with \( K \) by a mapping \( \phi \). Then a natural definition of “average” of all points is the center of mass of all all points, i.e.,

\[
m = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi(x_i),
\]

and the distance between a point \( x_i \) and the average can be quantified by the square Euclidean distance between \( \phi(x_i) \) and \( m \), which can be computed by:

\[
||\phi(x_i) - m||^2 = <\phi(x_i), \phi(x_i)> + <m, m> - 2 <\phi(x_i), m>
\]

\[
= K(x_i, x_i) - \frac{2}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} K(x_i, x_j) + \frac{1}{n^2} \sum_{j,k=1}^{n} K(x_j, x_k).
\]
Once again, the kernel trick enables to perform the computation implicitly in the feature space, and to obtain the result in terms of the function $K$ between the input points only.

### 3.3 Kernel principal component analysis

Suppose you want to analyze the variations among points $(x_1, \ldots, x_n)$ of a set $X$ with a Mercer kernel $K$. A classical and useful tool in mathematical statistics is principal component analysis (PCA), which is defined when $X = \mathbb{R}^d$. It is a powerful technique for extracting structure form possibly high-dimensional data sets, by projecting the points on the so-called principal axes of the data, defined as the directions which capture the largest amounts of variance [Jol96] (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1: PCA detects the directions of largest variations among a family of points in a vector space, called principal directions.](image)

The standard PCA algorithm is readily performed by solving an eigenvalue problem, i.e., by diagonalizing the covariance matrix:

$$C = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i x_i^T,$$

where the data have been centered first ($\sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i = 0$). Suppose now that $X$ is not a vector space, but simply a set endowed with a Mercer kernel. Then a useful way to analyze variations among the points and extract features is to perform a PCA on the points $\phi(x_i)$ mapped to a Hilbert space associated with $K$. As shown in [SSM99, SS02], this can be performed in a dual form by centering the data in the Hilbert space and diagonalizing the matrix

$$K_{i,j}^0 = \langle \phi^0(x_i), \phi^0(x_j) \rangle,$$

where $\phi^0(x_i)$ represents the point $\phi(x_i)$ after centering. Observe that while the size of the covariance matrix $C$ is $d \times d$, where $d$ is the dimension of the vector space $X$ in classical PCA, the dimension of $K^0$ is $n \times n$, where $n$ is the number of points to analyze. Hence it becomes tractable to perform PCA in a possibly infinite-dimensional space, because the principal components are in fact always in the finite-dimensional space spanned by the points. Once again, the centering of the matrix, the computation of the principal directions and the projections of the points can be computed implicitly by only working with the function $K$.

### 3.4 Extracting correlations between two kernels

Suppose that two different Mercer kernels $K_1$ and $K_2$ are defined on the same set $X$. This can be the case for instance when different notions of similarity are defined on the same objects, such as sequence similarity and co-expression for genes. The two kernels define two different mappings $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$ to two Hilbert spaces. In order to compare the two kernels, and extract correlations between them, a useful tool in statistics is canonical correlation
analyzes (CCA). When a set of points is given in simultaneously two finite-dimensional vector spaces, classical CCA consists in extracting pairs of directions, one in each space, such that the projections of the points on these directions be as correlated as possible [Hot36] (see Figure 2). Recently it was pointed out that a regularized form of CCA can be performed implicitly between two sets of points mapped to Hilbert spaces associated with Mercer kernels [BJ02], and that performing CCA in this context is equivalent to solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & K_1 K_2 \\
K_2 K_1 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\xi = \rho \begin{pmatrix}
K_1^2 & 0 \\
0 & K_2^2
\end{pmatrix}
\xi
\]

This provides a useful tool to extract correlations between two forms of informations encoded in two kernels, and has recently been applied in the context of natural language processing [AVC03], to extract language-independent semantic representations of texts, and in computational biology [VK, YVNK03], to compare gene networks and gene expressions or detect operons in prokaryote genomes.

### 3.5 Support vector machines

Support vector machines (SVM) are certainly the best-known kernel methods. Their popularity is due to their remarkable performances on many real-world problem, and they have been a main topic of investigation in the machine learning community during the last decade. First introduced by Vapnik and coworkers [BGV92, Vap98], SVM are a family of algorithms useful for classification and regression. In the simplest binary classification case, points \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) from a set \(X\) with a Mercer kernel \(K\) are given together with a binary label associated with each point, denoted by \((y_1, \ldots, y_n)\) where \(y_i \in \{-1, 1\}\). The goal of classification is to find a discrimination between positive and negative points. The solution implemented in SVM, motivated by theoretical results of statistical learning theory, is to take a linear discrimination between the positive and negative points mapped to the Hilbert space associated with \(K\), such that the distance between the separating hyperplane and the closest point (called the margin) be the largest possible. This problem has a unique solution when the points are linearly separable, i.e., when there exists at least one hyperplane which separates positive points from negative ones. In the general situation, SVM finds an hyperplane that optimizes a trade-off between the number of misclassified points and the margin (see Figure 3). Once again this problem can be expressed in a dual formulation and results in the following optimization problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_{\alpha} & \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} \alpha_i \alpha_j y_i y_j K(x_i, x_j), \\
\text{subject to} & \quad 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq C, \\
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i y_i & = 0,
\end{align*}
\]
Figure 3: SVM finds a linear discrimination rule between two classes of points, by optimizing a function which achieves a trade-off between the number of misclassified points (as small as possible) and the margin of the classification, i.e., the distance between the separating hyperplane and the closest point (which should be as large as possible).

where $C$ is the parameter which controls the trade-off between large margin and good classification. This algorithm is one of the most powerful algorithms available nowadays on many real-world problems. In particular, as those equations suggest, if $X = \mathbb{R}^d$, then the dimension $d$ does not matter too much on the performance of SVM (thanks to the choice of the largest margin linear classifier), or at least it seems to matter less for SVM than for many other classification algorithms which often perform poorly in large dimensions (this is part of a phenomenon called the curse of dimensionality).

SVM have been applied with success to many real-world problems. In the field of computational biology, a non-exhaustive list of applications using SVM include gene functional classification from microarrays [BGL+00, PWCG01], tissue samples classification from microarrays [MTIVI+98, FDC+00, GWBV02], protein family prediction from aminoacid sequences [JDH00], or protein secondary structure and localization prediction from amino-acid sequences [HSO1b, HSO1a].

4 Kernelizing the proteome

This quick overview of the theory of Mercer kernels, RKHS and kernel methods aimed at convincing the reader that they provide a framework with sound theoretical foundations, and which is associated with a panoply of powerful methods thanks to the simple Representer theorem. In this section, we now turn our attention to the question of the relevance of this framework to post-genomics.

One of the main challenges of computational biology in the post-genomics era is to integrate and process a variety of data generated by high-throughput technologies about biological objects, and use them to generate biological hypothesis. In the sequel we focus on problems related to functional genomics and proteomics, where one wants to infer knowledge about genes such as their functions, their regulation and their interactions from several different sources of information. Concretely, genes and proteins can be characterized by a number of different points a view: they can be defined by nucleotides or amino-acid sequences, by the structure of their promoter region in DNA, by their expression measured with DNA microarrays, by the secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure of the proteins they encode, by their role in metabolic and signaling pathways, by their interactions etc... Each characterization incorporates some partial representation of a more abstract concept of gene.

One approach to integrate these complementary characterizations in a unified frame-
work is to encode each type of information into a Mercer kernel defined on the set \( \mathcal{X} \) of all genes (which can be considered a finite set when one focuses on the genes of a given genome, but can be extended to more complex structures such as the set of all finite-lengths nucleotide sequences for instance). This suggests a more abstract representation of a set of genes, as for instance a probability density on the set of kernel functions (e.g., the empirical measure corresponding to a set of kernel functions obtained by encoding different sources of informations). We won't develop further this avenue in this paper, but further investigations of the shape of this empirical measure is likely to provide interesting information about the relationships between different types of information. This could also provide an interesting notion of complexity of a biological system, as the entropy of the probability measure on the set of Mercer kernels used to represent it.

To illustrate this discussion we review in the following sections several recent attempts to encode biological information into kernel functions, as well as several attempts to explore the space of Mercer kernels obtained by different sources of information. By lack of space we will conclude with these considerations, but believe that exploring this framework is likely to result in new interesting conceptualizations of biological systems, as well as powerful tools to handle large amounts of heterogeneous data.

### 4.1 String kernel

Biological databases are full of sequences. A gene can be characterized as a subsequence of the DNA molecule (hence as a finite string over a four-letter alphabet), or by the sequence of amino-acids which forms the protein it encodes (hence as a finite string in over 20-letter alphabet). In both cases, the set of genes is a finite set of sequences, with a particular hidden structure. Many genes are known to share common ancestors, which often indicates functional or structural relationships. This evolutionary relationship can be detected to some extent by comparing the sequences of genes, because two genes sharing a common ancestor were similar a long time ago, but have evolved in different environments through mutations or insertion/deletion of letters or subsequences. As a result, measuring the “similarity” between gene sequences gives some information about the evolutionary, functional and structural relationships between genes.

In this context, a number of initiatives have been taken to engineer kernel functions for sequences to transform the sequence similarity relationship into a Hilbert space structure on the set of genes. Examples include the spectrum kernel [LEN02] which explicitly maps any sequence to its \( k \)-spectrum \( (k > 0) \) i.e., the number of appearance of each \( k \)-mer in the sequence, and defines the inner product between \( k \)-spectra as Hilbert product between sequences. This is motivated by the idea that even though the global appearance of a sequence might be strongly modified by several mutations during evolution, its \( k \)-spectrum might be more stable. This kernel was later improved in the mismatch kernel [LEWN03] which consists in convolution the \( k \)-kernel with a kernel that accepts up to \( m < k \) mismatches, and provides a powerful tool to detect remote homology between proteins.

Another general approach for string kernel engineering is the Fisher kernel [JH99] which is a two-step process. First, a parametric statistical model for sequences, i.e., a family of probability densities \( \{ p_{\theta}(\cdot), \theta \in \Theta \subset \mathbb{R}^{k} \} \) on the set of finite sequences, is built (e.g., a hidden Markov models [DEKM98]), and a parameter \( \theta \in \Theta \) is estimated to fit a set of sequences of interest. Second, each sequence \( x \) is mapped to the score vector \( \partial \theta \log p_{\theta}(x) \), i.e., to a vector in the tangent space at the point \( p_{\theta} \) of the Riemannian manifold formed by the statistical model. This manifold has a natural Riemannian metric [AN01] and a natural positive definite quadratic form is therefore available in the tangent space where sequences
are mapped. This ingenious approach is particularly useful because a lot of work has been
devoted in the early days of bioinformatics to the development of parametric statistical
models for biological objects, and the Fisher kernel provides a principled way to derive
a kernel from virtually any such model. We can also mention other approaches to make
kernels from probabilistic models, such as convolution kernels [Hau99, Wat00, SVUA03]
which are based on probabilistic models for pairs of sequences, and can be computed
efficiently using finite-state automata.

4.2 Expression profiles

With the development of DNA microarrays, it becomes increasingly simple to characterize
a gene by an expression profile, i.e., a vector of real numbers which indicate its level of
expression in different experiments. As genes are supposed to be expressed when the
cell needs the proteins they encode, genes with similar profiles are likely to have related
functions. Hence it might be useful to define a Hilbert product from these vectors, which
can easily be achieved as a large number of kernel for real-valued vector have been known
for a long time, such as the simple inner product or the Gaussian RBF kernel.

4.3 Other kernels

Here we briefly mention a non-exhaustive list of Mercer kernels which have been developed
recently in the context of computational biology. As the number of sequenced organisms
increases, classical homology detection tools can detect whether a given gene is present
or absent in every fully sequenced organism. Hence a gene can be characterized by a
vector of 0/1, which indicates its presence or absence in all sequenced organisms. This
vector is called the phylogenetic profile of the gene [PMT+99]. Two genes with similar
phylogenetic profiles are present and absent in the same organisms, hence chances are
high that they have related function or participate to common structural complexes, for
instance. While the simple dot product between vectors of bits provides a valid Mercer
kernel, a more specific kernel for phylogenetic profiles was proposed in [Ver02b] and shown
to be more relevant than the simple dot kernel. This kernel uses prior knowledge about the
evolutionary relationships among sequenced organisms, and is one instance of a general
approach to derive a kernel from probabilistic models when structural knowledge exists
among the random variables [Ver02a].

An other interesting approach is the diffusion kernel [KL02] which is a kernel for the
nodes of a graph. It is a discrete equivalent of the Gaussian RBF kernel, which can be
computed as the matrix exponential of the opposite of the graph Laplacian. Intuitively,
the kernel between two nodes increases when there are many short paths between them;
more precisely, the kernel $K(x, y)$ is the probability of reaching the node $y$ by a random
walk on the graph starting from the node $x$, and killed with some probability at each step.
This kernel is known as the heat kernel [Chu97] in spectral graph theory, and is particularly
relevant to define a kernel from a network of genes, for example interaction or regulation
network. It was recently applied in combination with kernel canonical correlation analysis
to extract correlations between metabolic pathways (which can be represented as a network
of genes) and gene expression data [VK, VK03].

This short list is far from being exhaustive, and the list of kernels specifically developed
for particular objects is increasing very quickly, providing a panoply of Mercer kernels to
represent various types of information about genes.
4.4 Kernel operations

We showed in the previous sections that a number of kernels can be engineered to represent specific knowledges about genes. As the class of Mercer kernel is the class of symmetric positive definite functions, a variety of new kernels can be computed from a family of basic kernels using the closure properties of the class of symmetric positive definite functions. For example, this class is a closed convex cone, i.e., it is stable by addition, multiplication by a positive constant, and pointwise limit. Some kernels, known as infinitely divisible, can be taken to an arbitrary non-negative exponent and remain positive definite [Hau99, SS02].

As an example, observe that if $K_1$ is a string kernel for protein sequences, and $K_2$ is a Gaussian RBF kernel for the expressions of the corresponding genes, then $K_1 + K_2$ is a kernel that incorporates both sequence and expression similarity. Hence the addition of two kernels is a simple yet powerful way to combine two types of informations, which has been for example successfully used in the context of gene function prediction [PWCG01]. More generally, if $K_1, \ldots, K_p$ is a family of kernels on the same space, then a valid Mercer kernel obtained as a linear combination of the basic kernel which optimizes some linear function can be found by semi-definite programming, which has been explored for instance in [LCG+02]. Alternatively, one can use information geometric properties of the set of positive definite matrix to generate new kernels from basic kernels [KT].

5 Conclusion

In this short overview of recent advances in kernel methods and their applications in computational biology, we tried to present kernel methods as a relevant framework to manipulate biological data and perform computations and inference from them. This has been a very active and exciting field or research in the last few years, as it turns out that a wide range of kernels can be engineered and adapted to particular data, and that the machinery of kernel methods provide a large family of algorithms to extract information from kernel representations. Moreover, mathematical operations on kernels provide a interesting starting point to develop more satisfactory frameworks for modeling living systems. As an example, we mentioned the possibility we intend to study in the future to represent a biological system as a probability distribution on the set of Mercer kernels, in such a way that the Mercer kernels built from various sources of information would be different realizations of a more abstract random kernels. Such developments would certainly require more research or more integration of theoretical results about positive definite kernels, and might lead to new families of algorithms to fit the need of post-genomics.
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